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Abstract. The increasing popularity of smart mobile devices and their
more and more powerful sensing ability make it possible to capture
rich contextual information and personal context-aware preferences of
mobile users by user context logs in devices. By leveraging such infor-
mation, many context-aware services can be provided for mobile users
such as personalized context-aware recommendation. However, to the
best knowledge of ours, how to mine user context logs for personalized
context-aware recommendation is still under-explored. A critical chal-
lenge of this problem is that individual user’s historical context logs
may be too few to mine their context-aware preferences. To this end, in
this paper we propose to mine common context-aware preferences from
many users’ context logs through topic models and represent each user’s
personal context-aware preferences as a distribution of the mined com-
mon context-aware preferences. The experiments on a real-world data set
contains 443 mobile users’ historical context data and activity records
clearly show the approach is effective and outperform baselines in terms
of personalized context-aware recommendation.

Keywords: Personalization, Recommender System, Context-Aware,
Mobile Users, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA).

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the increasing popularity of smart mobile devices,
such as smart phones and pads. These devices are usually equipped with multi-
ple context sensors, such as GPS sensors, 3D accelerometers and optical sensors,
which enables them to capture rich contextual information of mobile users and
thus support a wide range of context-aware services, including context-aware
tour guide [15], location based reminder [13] and context-aware recommenda-
tion [2,9,16,10], etc. Moreover, these contextual information and users’ corre-
sponding activity (e.g., browsing web sites, playing games and chatting by So-
cial Network Services) can be recorded into context logs to be used for mining
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users’ personal context-aware preferences. By considering both context-aware
preferences and the current contexts of users, we may be able to make more
personalized context-aware recommendations for mobile users.

Indeed, the personalized context-aware recommendations can provide better
user experiences than general context-aware recommendations which only take
into account contexts but not users’ different personal preferences under same
contexts. In recent years, many researchers studied the problem of personalized
context-aware recommendation [17,12,9]. However, most of this work is based
on item ratings generated by users, which are difficult to obtain in practise. In
contrast, user activity records in context logs are much easier to get for mobile
users.

To the best knowledge of ours, how to mine personal context-aware preferences
from context logs and then make personalized context-aware recommendations
is still under-explored. To this end, in this paper we attempt to leverage mining
user context logs for personalized context-aware recommendation. However, a
critical challenge of the problem is that individual user’s context logs usually
have no sufficient training data for mining personal context-aware preferences.
To be specific, as showed in Table 1, it can be observed that many context
records have no corresponding activity record. As a result, if we only leverage
individual user’s context logs for context-aware preference mining, it will be very
difficult to learn personal context preferences for recommendation, which is also
reflected by our experiments on a real world data set. To address this prob-
lem, in this paper, we propose to mine Common Context-aware Preferences
(CCPs) from many users’ context logs through topic models and represent each
user’s personal context-aware preferences as a distribution of the mined com-
mon context-aware preferences. To be specific, first we extract bags of Atomic
Context-Aware Preference (ACP) Features for each user from their historical
context logs. Then, we propose to mine CCPs from users’ ACP-feature bags
through topic models. Finally, we make recommendations according to the given
contexts and CCP distributions of users. Figure 1 illustrates our procedure for
generating personalized context-aware recommendation. In addition, we evalu-
ate our proposed approach in a real-world data set of context logs collected from
443 mobile phone users spanning for several months, which contains more than
8.8 million context records, 665 different interactions in 12 content categories.

User Context Logs Atomic Context-Aware 
Preference Features

ACP-Feature 1
ACP-Feature 2
ACP-Feature 3
ACP-Feature 4

…

User 3
ACP-Feature 1
ACP-Feature 2
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ACP-Feature 4
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Fig. 1. The procedure of personalized context-aware recommendation for mobile users
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Table 1. A toy context log from real-world data set

Timestamp Context Activity record

t1
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM8:00-9:00)),
(Profile: General),(Location: Home)} Null

t2
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM8:00-9:00)),
(Profile: General),(Location: On the way)} Play action games

t3
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM8:00-9:00)),
(Profile: General),(Location: On the way)} Null

......

t359
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM10:00-11:00),
(Profile: Meeting),(Location: Work place)} Null

t360
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM10:00-11:00),
(Profile: Meeting),(Location: Work place)} Browsing sports web sites

......

t448
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM11:00-12:00),
(Profile: General),(Location: Work place)} Play with Social Network Serivce

t449
{(Day name: Monday),(Time range: AM11:00-12:00),
(Profile: General),(Location: Work place)} Null

The results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach and
indicate some inspiring conclusions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a
brief overview of related works. Then, Section 3 presents the idea of making
personalized context-aware recommendation by mining context logs for mining
users’ context-aware preferences, and Section 4 presents how to mine common
context-aware preferences through topic models. Section 5 reports our experi-
mental results on a real world data set. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this
paper.

2 Related Work

Today, the powerful sensing abilities of smart mobile devices enable to capture
the rich contextual information of mobile users, such as location, user activ-
ity, audio level, and so on. Consequently, how to leverage such rich contextual
information for personalized context-aware recommendation has become a hot
problem which dramatically attracts many researchers’ attention.

Many previous works about personalized context-ware recommendation for
mobile users have been reported. For example, Tung et al. [14] have proposed
a prototype design for building a personalized recommender system to recom-
mend travel related information according to users’ contextual information. Park
et al. [12] proposed a location-based personalized recommender system, which
can reflect users’ personal preferences by modeling user contextual information
through Bayesian Networks. Bader et al. [2] have proposed a novel context-
aware approach to recommending points-of-interest (POI) for users in an au-
tomotive scenario. Specifically, they studied the scenario of recommending gas
stations for car drivers by leveraging a Multi-Criteria Decision Making (MCDM)
based methods to modeling context and different routes. However, most of these
works only leverage individual user’s historical context data for modeling per-
sonal context-aware preferences, and do not take into account the problem of
insufficient personal training data.
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Actually, the problem of insufficient personal training data is common in
practice and many researchers have studied how to address this problem. For
example, Woerndl et al. [16] proposed a hybrid framework named “play.tools”
for recommending mobile applications by leveraging users’ context information.
This recommendation framework are based on what other users have installed
in similar context will be liked by a given user. Kim et al. [9] investigated several
Collaborative Filtering (CF) based approaches for recommendation and devel-
oped a memory based CF approach to providing context-aware advertisement
recommendation. Specially, the proposed approach can leverage a classification
rule of decision tree to understand users’ personal preference. Zheng et al. [17]
have studied a model based CF approach to recommending user locations and
activities according to users’ GPS trajectories. The approach can model user, lo-
cation and activity as a 3-dimensional matrix, namely tensor, and perform tensor
factorization with several constraints to capture users’ preferences. Alexandros
et al [10] proposed a model based CF approach for making recommendation
with respect to rich contextual information, namely multiverse recommenda-
tion. Specifically, they modeled the rich contextual information with item by
N-dimensional tensor, and proposed a novel algorithm to make tensor factor-
ization. In a word, most of these approaches are based on rating logs of mobile
users and the objective is to predict accurate ratings for the unobserved items
under different contexts. However, usually we cannot obtain such rating data
in user mobile devices. In contrast, it is easier to collect context logs which
contain users’ historical context data and activity records, which motivates our
work for exploring how to leverage context logs for personalized context-aware
recommendation.

The proposed approach in this paper exploits topic models for learning users’
CCPs. Indeed, topic models are widely used in text retrieval and information
extraction. Typical topic models include the Mixture Unigram (MU) [11], the
Probabilistic Latent Semantic Indexing (PLSI) [8], and the Latent Dirichlet Al-
location (LDA) [4]. Most of other topic models are extended from the above ones
for satisfying some specific requirements. In our approach, we exploit the widely
used LDA model.

3 Preliminary

As mentioned in Section 1, smart devices can capture the historical context
data and corresponding activity records of users through multiple sensors and
record them in context logs. For example, Table 1 shows a toy context log of
a mobile user, which contains several context records, and each context record
consists of a timestamp, the most detailed available context at that time, and
the corresponding user activity record captured by devices. A context consists of
several contextual features (e.g., Day name, Time range, and Location) and their
corresponding values (e.g., Saturday, AM8:00-9:00, and Home), which can be
annotated as contextual feature-value pairs. And we mention “available” because
a context record may miss some context data though which context data which
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should be collected is usually predefined. For example, the GPS coordinate is not
available when the user is indoor. Moreover, interaction records can be empty
(denoted as “Null”) because the user activities which can be captured by devices
do not always happen.

It is worth noting that we transform raw location based context data such as
GPS coordinates or cell Ids into social locations which have explicit meanings
such as “Home” and “Work place” by some existing location mining approaches
(e.g., [5]). The basic idea of these approaches is to find clusters of user location
data and recognize their social meaning by time pattern analysis. Moreover,
we also manually transform the raw activity records to more general ones by
mapping the activity of using a particular application or playing a particular
game to an activity category. For example, we can transform two raw activity
records “Play Angry Birds” and “Play Fruit Ninja” to same activity records
“Play action games”. In this way, the context data and activity records in context
logs are normalized and the data sparseness is some how alleviated for easing
context-aware preference mining.

Given a context C = {p} where p denotes an atomic context, i.e., a contex-
tual feature-value pair, the probability that a user u prefers activity a can be
represented as

P (a|C, u) = P (a, C|u)P (u)

P (C, u)
∝ P (a, C|u) ∝

∏

p

P (a, p|u),

where we assume that the atomic contexts are mutually conditionally indepen-
dent given u.

Then the problem becomes how to calculate P (a, p|u). According to our pro-
cedure, we introduce a variable of CCP denoted as z, and thus we have

P (a, p|u) =
∑

z

P (a, p, z|u) ∝
∑

z

P (a, p|z, u)P (z, u) ∝
∑

z

P (a, p|z)P (z|u),

where we assume that a user’s preference under a context only relies on the
CCPs and his (her) context-aware preferences in the form of their distribution
on the CCPs, rather than other information of the user. Therefore, the problem
is further converted into learning P (a, p|z) and P (z|u) from many users’ context
logs, which can be solved by widely used topic models. In the next section,
we present how to utilize topic models for mining CCPs, i.e., P (a, p|z), and
accordingly make personalized context-aware recommendation.

4 Mining Common Context-Aware Preferences through
Topic Models

Topic models are generative models that are successfully used for document
modeling. They assume that there exist several topics for a corpus D and a
document di in D can be taken as a bag of words {wi,j} which are generated
by these topics. For simplicity, we refer the co-occurrence of a user activity a
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and the corresponding contextual feature-value pair p, i.e., (a, p), as Atomic
Context-aware Preference feature, and ACP-feature for short. Intuitively, if we
take ACP-features as words, take context logs as bags of ACP-features to cor-
respond documents, and take CCPs as topics, we can take advantage of topic
models to learn CCPs from many users’ context logs.

However, raw context logs are not naturally in the form of bag of ACP-features
so we need some preprocessing for extracting training data. Specially, we first
remove all context records without any activity record and then extract ACP-
feature from the remaining ones. Given a context record < Tid, C, a > where T id
denotes the timestamp, C = {p1, p2, ..., pl} denotes the context and a denotes
the activity, we can extract l ACP-features, namely, (a, p1), (a, p2), ..., (a, pl).
For simplicity, we refer the bag of ACP-features extracted from user u’s context
log as the ACP-feature bag of u.

Among several existing topic models, in this paper, we leverage the widely
used Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (LDA) [4]. According to LDA model, the
ACP-feature bag of user ui denoted as di is generated as follows. First, before
generating any ACP-feature bag, K prior ACP-feature conditional distributions
given context-aware preferences {φz} are generated from a prior Dirichlet distri-
bution β. Secondly, a prior context-aware preference distribution θi is generated
from a prior Dirichlet distribution α for each user ui. Then, for generating the
j-th ACP-feature in di denoted as wi,j , the model firstly generates a CCP z from
θi and then generates wi,j from φz. Figure 2 shows the graphic representation
of modeling ACP-feature bags by LDA.

Fig. 2. The graphical model of LDA

In our approach, the objective of LDA model training is to learn proper es-
timations for latent variables θ and φ to maximize the posterior distribution
of the observed ACP-feature bags. In this paper, we choose a Markov chain
Monte Carlo method named Gibbs sampling introduced in [6] for training LDA
models efficiently. This method begins with a random assignment of CCPs to
ACP-features for initializing the state of Markov chain. In each of the following
iterations, the method will re-estimate the conditional probability of assigning
a CCP to each ACP-feature, which is conditional on the assignment of all other
ACP-features. Then a new assignment of CCP to ACP-features according to
those latest calculated conditional probabilities will be scored as a new state of
Markov chain. Finally, after rounds of iterations, the assignment will converge,
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which means each ACP-feature is assigned a stable and final CCP. Eventually, we
can obtain the estimated values for two distributions {p̃(a, p|z)} and {p̃(z|u)},
which denote the probability that the ACP-feature (a, p) appears under the
CCP z, and the probability that user u has the context-aware preference z,
respectively.

p̃(a, p|z) =
n
(a,p)
(z) + β

n
(.)
(a,p) +Aβ

, p̃(z|u) =
n
(u)
(z) + α

n
(u)
(.) + Zα

,

where the n
(a,p)
(z) indicates the number of times ACP-feature (a, p) has been

assigned to CCP z, while n
(u)
(z) indicates the number of times a ACP-feature

from user u’s context log that has been assigned to CCP z. The A indicates the
number of ACP-features from u’s context log, and Z indicates the number of
CCPs.

LDA model needs a predefined parameter Z to indicate the number of CCPs.
How to select an appropriate Z for LDA is an open question. In terms of guaran-
teeing the performance of recommendation, in this paper we utilize the method
proposed by Bao et al [3] to estimate Z, and we set ζ to be 10% in our experi-
ments accordingly. Please refer to [1] for more information.

After learning CCPs represented by distributions of ACP-features, we can
predict users’ preference according to their historical context-aware preferences
and current contexts, i.e., P (a, C|u). Then, we recommend users a rank list
of different categories of contents according to the preference prediction. For
example, if we predict a user u is more likely willing to play action games than
listen pop music, the recommendation priority of popular action games will be
higher than that of recent hot pop music.

5 Experiments

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our LDA based personalized
context-aware recommendation approach, namely Personalized Context-aware
Recommendation with LDA (PCR-LDA), with several baseline methods in a
real-world data set.

5.1 Data Set

The data set used in the experiments is collected from many volunteers by a
major manufacturer of smart mobile devices. The data set contains context logs
with rich contextual information and user activities of 443 smart phone users
spanning for several months. The detailed statistics of our data set are illustrated
in Table 2. From table 2 we can observe that only 12.5% context records have
activities, which indicates the insufficient activity records for individual user in
practice. Moreover, Table 3 shows the concrete types of context data contained
in our data set. In addition, in our data set, all activities can be classified into 12
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Table 2. Statistics of our data set

Number

users 443
unique activities 665
unique context 4,391
context records 8,852,187

activity-context records† 1,097,189

† activity-context records denote the context records with non-empty
user activity records.

content categories, which are Call, Web, Multimedia, Management, Games, Sys-
tem, Navigation, Business, Reference, Social Network Service (SNS), Utility and
Others. Specifically, in our experiments, we do not utilize the categories Call and
others because their activity information is clear for making recommendations.
Therefore, in our experiments we utilize 10 activity categories which contain 618
activities appear in total 408,299 activity-context records.

Table 3. The types of contextual information in our data set

Data source Data type Value range

Time Info

Week {Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, Sunday}
Is a holiday? {Yes, No}

Day period
{Morning(AM7:00-AM11:00), Noon(AM11:00-PM14:00),
Afternoon(PM14:00-PM18:00), Evening(PM18:00-PM21:00),
Night(PM21:00-Next day AM7:00)}

Time range
{AM0:00-AM1:00, AM1:00-AM2:00,
AM2:00-AM3:00, ... , PM23:00-PM24:00}

System Info Profile type {General, Silent, Meeting, Outdoor, Pager, Offline}
Geo Info Location {Home, Work Place, On the way}.

Fig. 3. The distribution of context coverage for all users

Figure 3 shows the distribution of context records and activity-context records
for all users. From the figure we can see that usually though the context records
of individual mobile users are sufficient, only small proportion of them have
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non-empty activity records and can be used as training data, which implies the
limit of learning personal context-aware preferences only from individual user’s
context logs.

5.2 Benchmark Methods

To evaluate the recommendation performance of our approach, we chose two
context-aware baseline methods as follows.

CPR stands for Context-aware Popularity based Recommendation which is
a basic context-aware recommendation approach without considering personal
context-aware preference. To be specific, in this approach, given a user u and
a context C, we predict user preferred activities by the most frequent activities
appear under C according to all users’ historical context logs and recommend
corresponding contents. This popularity based approach is widely used in prac-
tical recommender systems.

PCR-i stands for Personalized Context-aware Recommendation by only lever-
aging Individual user’s context logs. To be specific, in this approach, given a user
u and a context C, we rank each activity a by probability P (a|u,C), which can
be estimated by P (a|u,C) ∝ (

∏
p∈C P (a, p|u). The probability P (a, p|u) can

be calculated by P (a, p|u) =
na,p

n(.)
, where na,p and n(.) indicate the numbers

of ACP-feature (a, p) and all ACP-features appeared in the context log of u,
respectively.

5.3 Evaluation Metrics

In the experiments, we utilize 5-fold-cross validation to evaluate the performance
of each recommendation approaches. To be specific, we first randomly divide each
user’s context log into five equal parts, then use each part as test data while use
other four parts as training data for total 5-rounds of recommendation. In the test
process, we only take into account the context records with non-empty activity
records, and use the contexts and the content categories corresponding to the real
user activity as context input and ground truth, respectively. In our experiments,
each recommendation approach will return a ranked list of recommended content
categories according to predicted user activities. To evaluate the performance of
each approach, we leverage two different metrics as follows.

MAP@K stands for Mean Average Precision at top K recommendation re-

sults. To be specific, MAP@K =
∑

AP (u)@K
|U| , where AP (u)@K denotes the

average precision at top k recommendation results on the test cases of user
u, and |U | indicates the number of the users. AP (u)@K can be computed by
1
Nu

∑
i

∑K
r=1(Pi(r) × reli(r)), where Nu denotes the number of test cases for

user u, r denotes a given cut-off rank, Pi(r) denotes the precision on the i-th
test case of u at a given cut-off rank r, and reli() is the binary function on the
relevance of a given rank.

MAR@K stands for Mean Average Recall at top K recommendation results.

To be specific, MAR@K =
∑

AR(u)@K
|U| , where AR(u)@K denotes the average
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recall at top k recommendation results on the test cases of user u, and |U | indi-
cates the number of the users.AR(u)@K can be computed by 1

Nu

∑
i

∑K
r=1 reli(r),

where Nu denotes the number of test cases for user u, r denotes a given cut-off
rank, and reli() is the binary function on the relevance of a given rank.

5.4 Overall Results of Recommendation

To evaluate our PCR-LDA recommendation approach, we compare its recom-
mendation performance with other baselines. To be specific, according to the
parameter estimation approaches introduced in Section 4, the number of CCPs
for LDA training is set to be 15. In Section 5.5 we will further discuss the setting
of this parameter. For the LDA training, the two parameters α and β are empir-
ically set to be 50/Z and 0.2 according to discussion in [7]. Both PCR-LDA and
the two baselines are implemented by C++ and the experiments are conducted
on a 3GHZ×4 quad-core CPU, 3G main memory PC.

We first test the MAP@K performance of each recommendation approach
with respect to varying K, which are shown in Figure 4. From the results we can
observe that PCR-LDA outperforms other baselines with a significant margin.

Figure 5 shows the MAR@K of each recommendation approach. From the re-
sults we can observe our PCR-LDA can achieve 100% performance whenK = 10,
which means they can return recommendation list contains at least one ground

Fig. 4. The MAP@K performance of each recommendation approach

Fig. 5. The MAR@K performance of each recommendation approach
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truth activities for all contexts. It is because PCR-LDA takes advantage of many
users’ context logs. In contrast, PCR-i has worse MAR@K due to the insufficient
training data in individual user’s context logs for mining context-aware prefer-
ence. Moreover, due to the different context-aware preference between users, the
popularity based approach CPR under-performs the other approaches.

5.5 Robustness Analysis

CPR-LDA needs a parameter Z to determine the number of CCPs. Although
we can empirically select Z by estimating perplexity, we still study the impact
of such parameter to our recommendation results. Figure 6 shows the MAP@10
of PCR-LDA with respect to varying Z. From the results we can observe that
the MAP@10 of PCR-LDA is impacted dramatically by a relatively small Z
and becomes stable with relatively big Z. It is because when a relatively small
Z is selected, all ACP-features may have strong relationships with each CCP.
Thus the approach is actually near to combine all users’ context logs as one log
for recommendation, which will introduce many noisy data. Another interesting
phenomenon is that the MAP@10 peaks when Z is set to be 15, which is consis-
tent with our experimental setting and implies the parameter selection method
if effective. The experimental results of MAP@K with other settings of K show
the similar phenomena.

Fig. 6. The MAP@10 performance of PCR-LDA to varying number of CCPs

5.6 Case Study

In addition to the studies on the overall performance of our recommendation ap-
proach, we also study the cases in which PCR-LDA outperforms the baselines.
For example, Table 4 shows the top 3 recommendation results of each approach
for two test cases of two different users given the “{(Is holiday: No), (Day pe-
riod: Evening), (Time range: PM22:00-23:00), (Day name: Monday), (Profile:
General), (Location: Home)}”, which may imply the users’ leisure time at home.
In this case, the activity records of user #152 and user #343’s test cases are
Multimedia and Web, respectively. From the results, we can observe that PCR-
LDA recommend relevant content categories in the top one position. In contract,
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PCR-i can only recommend relevant content categories in the top one position
for one test case, and the Popularity based approach CPR always recommend
same content categories for all users and thus sometimes performs not well.

Table 4. An example of recommendation results for user #152 and #343

Context
{(Time range: PM22:00-23:00),(Is holiday: No),(Day name: Monday),(Day period:
Night),(Profile: Offline),(Location: Home)}

Top 3 Recommendation Results for user #152
Ground truth Multimedia
PCR-LDA Multimedia (

√
), Web, Game

PCR-i Multimedia (
√
), Business, Management

CPR Web, System, Business

Top 3 Recommendation Results for user #343
Ground truth Web
PCR-LDA Web (

√
), Multimedia, SNS

PCR-i Multimedia, Game, Web
CPR Web (

√
), System, Business

6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we investigated how to exploit user context logs for personalized
context-aware recommendation by mining CCPs through topic models. To be
specific, first we extract ACP-Feature bags for each user from their historical
context logs. Then, we propose to mine users’ CCPs through topic models. Fi-
nally, we make recommendation according to the given context and the CCP
distribution of the given user. The experimental results from a real-world data
set clearly show that our proposed recommendation approach can achieve good
performance for personalized context-aware recommendation.
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